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Abstract—As 5G networks begin to be deploy commercially

on a large scale, more and more research and industries are
beginning to investigate next-generation communication systems.
LDPC code is identified as a  candidate channel code for 5G due
to its design flexibility and high performance in medium and long
code blocks. The question of how LDPC codes will perform in the
6G generation and how to maintain their advantages is a question
worthy of consideration. In this paper, we briefly d iscussing the
6G vision and requirements and combining the characteristics
of LDPC codes, analyzing how the development potential of
LDPC codes in the 6G and maintaining their competitiveness, and
providing directional guidance for the subsequent optimization
of LDPC codes development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, more and more organizations or individuals are

involved in Beyond-5G (B5G) or 6G concepts, including

academia, industry, government and even the public. Chan-

nel code is the foundation of wireless communication, and

the next-generation channel code mechanism needs to be

researched and broken through first to lay the foundation

for future 6G wireless communication systems. In this paper,

we will focus on the vision and requirements of 6G and

combine the characteristics of LDPC codes, and try to outline

the application and optimization scheme of LDPC codes

in 6G generation, and provide directional guidance for the

subsequent development of LDPC codes optimization. The

following sections of this paper are organized as follows: Sec-

tion 2, which discusses main possible future scenarios of 6G;

Section 3, which discusses main directions of future LDPC

codes development; Section 4, which makes a competitiveness

analysis of LDPC codes; Section 5, which provides a summary

of the whole paper.

II. 6G VISION

There is no doubt that compared to 5G, 6G will have wider

coverage, higher data transmission rate, higher reliability,

lower latency.

Each communication technology update, communication

content will be more and more towards the real. Extended

reality (XR) services (encompassing augmented, mixed, and

virtual reality (AR/MR/VR)) can greatly improve people’s

sensory experience, which are the most promising evolutionary

direction for future mobile communication, entertainment, and

office equipment. In recent years, XR devices and XR technol-

ogy have been fully developed, and there are more and more

application scenarios. There is no doubt that many companies

have taken XR devices as the future research direction [1] [2].

With the arrival of 6G, which will provide peak rates of Tb/s

and lower latency, this will greatly improve the network envi-

ronment for XR devices, and with the continued maturation of

XR technology and the enrichment of XR content. With the

arrival of 6G, XR devices will be at the breaking point.

In the future, when IoT devices are more and more func-

tional, complex and targeted, the IoT clusters will be formed

as show in Fig 1, while IoT central devices for different

scenarios will be determined. The center of the IoT clusters

will gradually turn from people to devices. IoT devices will

also be combined with cloud computing, distributed, and

blockchain technologies to achieve decentralization in order

to build device-centric IoT clusters. The ideal system will be

one that is completely free of human intervention [3].

Fig. 1: IoTs clusters communication model.

III. FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF LDPC CODES IN 6G

From the 6G vision analysis, it is clear that the peak rate of

6G in 2030 will reach Tb/s and should also have extremely low

latency and can support the simultaneous linking of large-scale

IoT devices. Therefore, the optimization direction of LDPC

codes should be relevant to the needs of the 6G vision. In

general, LDPC codes optimization direction can be divided

into two categories, one is the new combination with 6G

popular technologies, such as Thz, optical communication, etc,

and the other is the optimization of LDPC codes system itself,

such as in structure, encoder, and decoder algorithm.

THz as a new frequency band between microwave and

light wave has not been fully developed. THz band, spectrum

resources are very rich, with high transmission rate and easy

to achieve the integration of communication detection, etc, fo-

cusing on meeting the needs of the Tb/s level of high-capacity,

ultra-high transmission rate systems, so THz communication

is an advantageous broadband wireless access technology in

future mobile communication [4]. LDPC codes can reduce the

signal fading of Thz, improve Thz communication distance

and data bit rate [5], and the combination of LDPC codes and
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Thz can now reach 352Gb/s data throughput [6], which is a

significant progress towards Tb/s level data throughput.

VLC has been proposed as an emerging solution for the next

generation wireless network [7]. Compared with radio commu-

nication, VLC has many attractive advantages [8]. Firstly, VLC

technology can provide a large amount of potentially available

spectrum (THz-level bandwidth), and the use of spectrum is

not limited and does not require the authorization of spectrum

regulators. Secondly, VLC does not generate electromagnetic

radiation, and is not easily affected by external electromag-

netic interference, widely used in the electromagnetic inter-

ference sensitive, and even must eliminate electromagnetic

interference of special occasions. Thirdly, the network built

by VLC technology can effectively avoid the transmission of

information by external malicious interception, to ensure the

security of information. Finally, VLC technology supports the

rapid establishment of wireless networks, which can easily and

flexibly set up temporary networks and communication links,

reducing Low network usage and maintenance costs. LDPC

codes can reduce the BER and energy consumption of VLC,

and improve the communication distance of VLC [9].

The research of AI technology in wireless communication

also gives a new optimization tool for channel code research.

The optimization of AI technology for LDPC codes mainly fo-

cuses on the optimization of LDPC codes decoding algorithms.

Among many machine learning methods, neural networks and

deep learning are the most commonly used means for channel

decoding algorithm optimization. The min-sum decoding algo-

rithm of LDPC codes is well suited to be unfolded with deep

learning, which can optimize the excessive parameters of the

min-sum algorithm and reduce the computational complexity,

and the min-sum algorithm optimized by deep learning has

better BER performance [10]. The correct and efficient usage

of AI techniques to optimize LDPC codes can exploit the value

of LDPC codes even more.

IV. COMPETITIVENESS OF LDPC CODES IN 6G

TABLE I: Comparison of LDPC,Polar,Turbo.

Channel

code

LDPC Polar Turbo

Advantages Suitable for

parallel de-

coding

Theoretical

perfor-

mance is

optimal

Good anti-

fading

and anti-

interference

ability

Disadvantages Short code

perfor-

mance is

inferior to

Polar

Not enough

industrial

support

Large

decoding

delay

From Tab 1, we can see that Turbo codes do not meet the

requirement of low latency of 6G vision, the existing channel

code only LDPC, Polar can achieve the 6G corresponding

performance requirements, so the biggest competitor of LDPC

codes is Polar codes, which is the only code scheme that can

be mathematically and rigorously proven to reach the Shannon

limit [11].

In terms of throughput and latency performances, LDPC

codes have a natural advantage because LDPC codes use the

sparsity of the checksum matrix, which makes the decoding

complexity linear with the code length, so that decoding

can still be performed efficiently w ith l ong c ode l engths and

LDPC can use an efficient p arallel d ecoding a rchitecture to
ensure decoding accuracy and low latency at high throughput

rates. The mainstream decoding algorithm of Polar codes is

considered as successive cancellation list (SCL) decoding [11],

and the mechanism of SCL is bit-by-bit decoding, which is not

easy to implement with high parallelism, resulting in relatively

large latency.

In terms of BER performance, the channel polarization

characteristic of Polar codes and SCL decoding algorithm

ensure that Polar codes are theoretically the best among all

channel codes. In practice, the short code BER performance

of Polar code is better than LDPC code, and the long code

BER performance is comparable to LDPC code, but LDPC

code BER performce is better under high SNR [12] [13].

In terms of industry support level, LDPC codes have been

developed for nearly 60 years and has been widely used in

WIFI, WIMAX and DVB-S2, etc [14]. LDPC codes have

a strong industrial base, and the practical application is ex-

tremely competitiveness. Polar codes development years are

too short, many things need to be implemented from theory

to hardware design, system design, so the potential of Polar

codes has not been fully exploited.

V. CONCLUSION

LDPC codes are not the best channel codes in any as-

pect of performance, but on the whole, they are the most

competitiveness codes. LDPC codes’ long code position is

almost unshakable at present, and with the increase of 6G

data throughput, the advantages of LDPC codes will be further

strengthened, and LDPC codes will also play an important role

in 6G communication system.
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